1. Summer Holidays
Four friends have decided to spend their summer holidays together this year. David’s dad
offered them a lift to their destination and to pay for his accommodation.
I’m so glad we are going on a
holiday together. When I know
the company is this great, I
don’t really care where we go.

I agree, except I don’t want to travel
too far. I have a fear of flying, so I’d
rather if we could get there by car.

nicole

Company is the decisive factor for me
too, but I don’t really like spending
my summers on a mountain. It’s not a
summer holiday if there is no sea or
beaches.

STeven

Sophie
David

My dad has a big BMW X6, I
think it’ll be spacious enough.
Or we could go by bus or
train?
I vote for the car.
We could cover your
dad’s fuel expenses.

Another thing, I won’t
spend five days without
free WiFi.
I can’t go in June. And I’d
like to stay at least 15 days,
anything less than that is too
short.

Yes, we know, and Steven
won’t make it without a
tennis court nearby.
I’m also looking forward
to our summer holidays
together, except, keep
in mind I’ll be spending
the entire August in Math
summer school.

Create a detailed holiday offer for these four friends. Make sure that each of them is satisfied
with the offer and create the best possible ratio between quality and price. Write a detailed
explanation of why you have decided on a particular offer.

2. REAL ESTATE
People who have made money working hard either for their own company or for someone
else sometimes decide not to keep their money in a bank, but to invest it elsewhere.
A common choice in those situations is purchasing a property.

Question 1: Do you believe that such investments are good? Please provide a detailed answer.
Question 2: Suppose you are an investment advisor and your client wants to invest €200,000 in
real estate. What would you recommend and why? Please provide a detailed answer.

3. Detective’s Letter
Imagine the four of you have won a detective competition and received a letter from a
famous detective as a reward. The letter provides instructions on how to find the real reward.
Of course, since the letter was written by a real detective, and you are the winners of a
detective competition, the letter itself is a clue to a mystery you need to solve.
“The air distance between two towns in France is 710 kilometers. The name of one of the
towns begins with N, and the other with S. In one of these towns, there is a street named
after the other town, and at number 42, there is something reminiscent of the name of one
continent. At the North end of the largest lake on the said continent is an island whose name
begins with D. The area of that island is between 20 and 100 square kilometers. Send a
joke to the following email: challengenamenumber@gmail.com (replace name with the
lowercase name of the island, and number with a whole number closest to the area of the
island in square kilometers). If I like the joke, you will get your reward.”

In the letter, your task is to discover the correct email address and send a joke. Be sure to write
the name of your team in the email. If you do not succeed in finding all the clues, send
everything you HAVE discovered and explain how you came to those conclusions. Everything
you do will be assessed and points will be awarded accordingly.

